
Can Must Should

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I _________ like to have seen just one!1. should

I _________not tell how strange and sad I feel.2. can

It _________ be confessed, however, that the obstacles in the way of
tracing the original meaning and supposed virtues, will in many instances be
found very great, arising principally from the fanciful translations and
corruptions which our ancestors made of the old names.

3. must

You _________'t help seeing some of the life-lines as they are thrown out.4. can

I _________not bear to tell any one why.5. can

The Spanish nation itself had conspired, it _________ be confessed, to
that decadence.
6. must

I _________not but think every moment shall make it more terrible to bear.7. can

You've got trouble enough, and I'm going to do all I _________ to help you
through it.
8. can

I asked, for I felt very much as if I _________ like to know.9. should

But moral cowardice and incapacity to dispense with power now, as
formerly, explain an attitude, which, it _________ be admitted, is hardly to be
distinguished from that of an inveterate enemy.

10.
must

England, it _________ be confessed, has treated her splendid West
Indian empire very badly.
11. must

What is she for, I _________ like to know?12. should

The fact was, however, that we were never idle, though it _________ be
confessed that we took a very large share of sleep, and ate large amounts of
meat and fat, for the sake of generating heat in our system.

13. must
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I _________ confess that I have not given it in his language, which was
somewhat a departure from the orthodox vernacular, and might weary my
readers.

14. must

You _________'t help getting interested in this place.15. can

In the last of her letters, she shows her learning, it _________ be
admitted, with a little too much pedantry; but that was in accord with the habit
of the day.

16. must

I know you _________'t help crying some.17. can

A very little, I _________ assure you.18. can

Now, run off as fast as you _________ and I will too.19. can

It _________ be confessed that the young ranchman slept but little.20. must
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